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monotron, a complete mono synthesizer with a powerful engine, is included with every korg gadget.
instrument models include acoustic piano, electric piano, grand piano, drums, bass, guitar, and

more. eds-xpi (enhanced definition synthesis expanded) is a technology that adds a new level of
sound quality and flexibility to the synth engine, a synthesis model that enables you to perform and
arrange sounding of not only sounds that have been reproduced from the actual hardware, but also
sounds that were not audible from the hardware such as drums, percussion, strings and more. 15,

120, 500, and 1,200 preset patches, along with a drum pattern, are provided. the ultimate in
portable music production. korg gadget 2 for ios/mac is the best all-in-one music production software
and plug-in collection, providing over 40 small synthesizers and drum machines called gadgets, that

you can freely combine for music production. with meticulously selected parameters and at-the-
ready sounds/presets, you can now use various powerful gadgets with your favorite daw on your

mac/pc. with improved sound and utility efficiency, the second generation korg gadget 2 for ios has
been further enhanced to include six new gadgets. in addition, the intuitive user interface has been
polished to improve ease of use. with the new design, you can now check the status of each track at

a glance, an additional four new ifx have been included and you can now smoothly change the
tempo as well as fade in/fade out. you can complete your music without losing inspiration, doing all

of your work with korg gadget 2.
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gadget 2 has been
dramatically updated; packed

with new features and new
gadgets. with a brand new

design and color scheme on
the main screen, you can

easily check each track at a
glance. the highly requested
feature to smoothly change
the tempo can be set with

each scene. with the touch of
a button, you can fade in/fade
out. four new ifx are included -

feedback reverb, enhancer,
exciter, and saturator -

extending the range of your
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music production. korg gadget
2 continues to evolve to

completely support your music
making. a user interface that
can produce music quickly

with intuitive operability. the
korg gadget 2 for ios / mac

was polished to make it even
more user-friendly. we

updated the color of the main
screen and adopted a new
design that allows you to

check the status of each track
at a glance. everything can be

done with more efficiency.
with the ios version, you can
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switch between portrait and
landscape mode for two

screens, while you can browse
seamlessly with everything on
one screen in the mac version.

complete your music
production without any

interruptions to your creative
flow. korg gadget is the best
all-in-one music production

software and plugin collection;
the intuitive user interface

provides over 40 small
synthesizers and drum

machines called gadgets, that
you can freely combine for
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music production. starting
with the award winning ios

edition, followed by gadget for
mac with its powerful plugin
collection, now the gadget
plug-ins are now windows
compatible. with carefully

selected parameters and at-
the-ready sounds/presets, you
can now use various powerful

gadgets with your favorite
daw on your mac/pc. with
improved sound and utility

efficiency, the second
generation korg gadget 2 has

been further enhanced to
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include six new gadgets. in
addition, the intuitive user

interface has been polished to
improve ease of use. with the

new design, you can now
check the status of each track
at a glance, an additional four

new ifx have been included
and you can now smoothly

change the tempo as well as
fade in/fade out. you can

complete your music without
losing inspiration, doing all of
your work with korg gadget 2.
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